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Product is discontinued. You
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* VAT included
Dragon 13 Premium takes voice command to the next level with enhanced features for greater accuracy and speed
when creating documents, emailing, searching the web and more - at work, school, on the go, or in the office.
Dragon learns the way you talk
Dragon learns the words and phrases you use the most, spelling even difficult words and proper names correctly, and
allows you to create custom voice commands and word lists.
Create reports, presentations, spreadsheets and more
Dictate, edit and format documents using Microsoft and other popular applications - all by voice - and exactly the way
you need it done with custom word lists and commands like:
- "Start Microsoft Word".
- "Set font size to 18 points".
- "Spell that K-A-T-H-R-Y-N".
Or, create custom commands for frequently used text and graphics
Search and surf the web
Use your voice to search the web or specific websites for facts, figures, directions, images for inclusion in assignments
and documents and more, with commands like:
- "Search Google for Italian restaurants in San Francisco".
- "Open top site for local weather forecast".
- "Search video for JFK Inaugural Address".
Control your email and calendar
Dictate, edit and send messages with your favorite web-based email accounts and check class schedules, client
meetings, kids' activities and other appointments in your calendar with voice commands like:
- "Click Compose".
- "Click Reply".
- "Schedule an appointment with John Smith".
Keep up with your social networks and IM chat messages
Use your voice to update and check your Facebook and Twitter status and pages, plus communicate with friends,
coworkers and peers via chat clients with commands like:
- "Post to Facebook 'Looking forward to poker tonight'".
- "Post to Twitter 'Is anyone looking for Giant's tickets to tonight's game [questions mark]".
Dictate 3x faster than you can type and in more places
Dictate text anywhere you normally type within popular applications and &#8220;proofread'' with natural-sounding textto-speech and audio playback. Additional functions include:
- Support for mobile dictation - transcribe notes captured on a digital voice recorder or smartphone.
- Talk to fill out online applications, registration forms, shopping check-out fields and more.

Main specifications:

System requirements
Minimum hard disk space:
Minimum RAM:
Compatible operating systems:
Minimum system requirements:
Recommended processor:
Recommended RAM:

4096 MB
2048 MB
Windows 8/8.1 32/64-bit, Windows 7 32/64-bit, Windows Server 2008 R2
64-bit, Windows Server 2012 Standard Edition 64-bit
Internet Explorer 9 / Chrome / Firefox
2.2GHz Intel
4096 MB

Technical details
Platform:
Software type:
Media types supported:
Microphone included:
Format and edit by voice:

Win
Box
DVD
Y
Y

Language
Language version:

ENG

License
License type:
License quantity:

Full
1 license(s)

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

